1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) depicts the random Brownian movement of water molecules in biological tissues. The net displacement of these molecules diffusing across an area of tissue per second is the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). ADC has proven useful in detection, characterization and treatment response monitoring of malignant diseases \[[@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0020]\]. In therapy response monitoring of newer targeted anti-cancer therapies, longitudinal non-invasive assessment of the entire tumor volume might be useful \[[@bib0025]\]. However, DWI is prone to geometric distortions and motion artifacts \[[@bib0030]\]. Furthermore, susceptibility effects of the air-filled lung parenchyma, as well as cardiac and respiratory motion, make chest DWI extra challenging. Despite these difficulties, DWI of the lungs has been explored for differentiation between central lung tumors and pulmonary atelectasis, differentiating benign from malignant lung nodules \[[@bib0035],[@bib0040]\], correlation between ADC and lung cancer grade \[[@bib0045], [@bib0050], [@bib0055], [@bib0060]\], prediction of treatment outcomes, and follow-up monitoring of tumors \[[@bib0010],[@bib0015],[@bib0065], [@bib0070], [@bib0075]\].

There are currently three acquisition methods used for DWI of the lungs, breath-hold (BH), respiratory-triggered (RT) and free-breathing (FB). RT and FB techniques allow better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than BH acquisition, and FB is more time efficient than RT. However, concerns have been raised about less detailed anatomical information and less precise ADC quantification because of volume averaging using FB \[[@bib0080]\]. Several recent lung cancer DWI studies have used RT acquisition \[[@bib0010],[@bib0015],[@bib0050], [@bib0055], [@bib0060]\], but it is still not established which acquisition method that is most robust for measuring ADC. Cui et al evaluated the inter- and intra-observer agreement of ADC measurements in FB, BH, and RT of lung cancer, and found no significant differences between the methods \[[@bib0085]\], but they focused on the agreement of ADCs on a single slice between different observers and readings at different times of the same DWI scan. The aim of the present study was to compare the RT and FB DWI techniques regarding ADC measurements and repeatability on consecutive scans in non-squamous non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) measuring the total tumor volume (3D region of interest).

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

This prospective single institution study was approved by the local ethics committee and informed consent was obtained from each patient.

2.1. Patients {#sec0015}
-------------

20 patients with histologically or cytologically documented metastatic (Stage IV) NSCLC, all adenocarcinomas, were enrolled in the study between September 2014 and April 2017. Two patients, in whom the lesion proved to be too small to measure (\<2 ml), were excluded. The remaining 18 patients were 8 females and 10 males aged between 51 and 77 years with median age 69 years. DWI was performed before, during and after medical treatment at 4 occasions with at least 1 week apart.

Four patients did not participate in the full study program. Two magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examinations were incomplete due to technical problems, and 8 MRI examinations were excluded due to the tumors becoming too small in size (\<2 ml). A total of 57 MRI examinations were included.

2.2. MRI protocol {#sec0020}
-----------------

All examinations were performed on a 1.5 T MR scanner (Magnetom Aera, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) with body coil (Body 18) and spine coil. DWI was obtained by a single-shot spin-echo echo-planar imaging sequence (TR = 6000 ms, TE = 53 ms, slice thickness = 5 mm, slice gap = 1 mm and in-plane voxel size 2.4 × 2.4 mm) with diffusion-encoding gradient pulses applied in the x, y, and z axes with b = 100 s/mm^2^ (NEX = 2) and b = 750 s/mm^2^ (NEX = 5). The FB and RT acquisitions had identical parameters.

For each MRI examination 2 consecutive RT and 2 consecutive FB DWI sequences were performed. For the RT examinations a 2D prospective acquisition correction (PACE) technique was used with a liver dome scout (acquisition window = 1000 ms, scout TR = 150 ms, accept window = 2 mm and accept position = 10%). Conventional images were additionally acquired using an axial T2-weighted BLADE turbo spin-echo sequence over the tumor and a coronal T2-weighted sequence over the thorax.

2.3. Image analysis and ADC measurements {#sec0025}
----------------------------------------

Segmentation and analysis of tumors were undertaken on a stand-alone installation of OncoTreat (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany, released research prototype), where parametric images for ADCs were automatically generated out of the two sets of DWI images. Two radiologists with full knowledge of the study objectives independently read the images and made measurements. In order to reduce inaccuracies in ADC measurements resulting from partial volume averaging effect, lesions smaller than 2 ml were excluded. In patients with multiple lesions only the largest lesion was measured. With T2 weighted images as aid, a 3D region of interest (ROI) was drawn on the b = 750 s/mm^2^ images following the inner rim of the whole tumor volume as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}. For each tumor mean ADC value with standard deviation was calculated. ROIs were drawn only in the first respiratory-triggered (RT1) and free-breathing (FB1) acquisition, and then reused in the second respiratory-triggered (RT2) and free-breathing (FB2) acquisition, respectively. The location was determined (upper, mid and lower zones) using the carina to define the lower limit of the upper lung zone, the pulmonary veins to define the lower limit of the mid lung zone and the hemidiaphragms to define the lower limit of the lower lung zone on axial imaging.Fig. 1Respiratory-triggered (A, B) and free breathing (C, D) axial diffusion weighted images (b = 750 s/mm^2^) of a tumor in the right lung without and with a region of interest. The respiratory-triggered acquisition time was approximately 9 min and the free breathing acquisition time was 2:26 min.Fig. 1

2.4. Statistical analysis {#sec0030}
-------------------------

The difference in mean ADCs between FB and RT DWI was evaluated by using the paired-sample t-test.

Interobserver agreement was determined for FB1 and RT1 using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC).

ICCs were calculated for each of the FB and RT DWI pairs, to evaluate the repeatability of the ADC measurements. An ICC greater than 0.75 was considered to represent good agreement. To further assess the robustness of the methods the 95% limits of agreement between the ADCs measured on the first and second acquisition were obtained according to the Bland-Altman method for both readers \[[@bib0020],[@bib0090]\], and were expressed as percentages of mean ADCs.

3. Results {#sec0035}
==========

In total 57 lesions were analyzed. Tumor sizes ranged from 2 to 297 ml with a median volume of 14 ml, 35 lesions had a volume of 50 ml or less and 22 lesions were larger than 50 ml. 28 of the lesions were located in the upper lung zone, 15 in the mid lung zone and 14 in the lower lung zone. Mean ADCs by acquisition method are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. There were no significant differences in mean ADCs between FB and RT in the first acquisition for Reader 1 (p = 0.346) or for Reader 2 (p = 0.583).Table 1Mean ADCs by acquisition method. Difference evaluated by paired sample t-test.Table 1Free-breathingRespiratory-triggeredpReader 1First acquisition1251 +/− 2531270 +/− 2480.346Second acquisition1285 +/− 2491303 +/− 280Reader 2First acquisition1286 +/− 2561296 +/− 2380.583Second acquisition1308 +/− 2501345 +/− 295[^1]

Interobserver agreements were good for both acquisition methods with ICCs \> 0.9, FB1 0.97 (0.95--0.99) and RT1 0.97 (0.94--0.98).

The overall repeatability of ADC measurement was good for both acquisition methods, with ICCs \> 0.9 ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). The 95% limits of agreement between ADCs measured on repeated DWI (expressed as percentage of the mean) was 15.2% (RT) and 20.0% (FB) for Reader 1, and 20.2% (RT) and 15.4% (FB) for Reader 2, illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}.Table 2Repeatability of ADC measurements for the first and second acquisition of free-breathing and respiratory-triggered techniques, respectively, for each reader evaluated by intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) and 95% limits of agreement.Table 2Reader 1Reader 2Free-breathingRespiratory-triggeredFree-breathingRespiratory-triggeredICC0.94 (0.90-0.97)0.96 (0.92-0.97)0.95 (0.92−0.97)0.90 (0.82−0.94)95% limit of agreement[a](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}20.015.215.420.2[^2][^3]Fig. 2Bland-Altman plots show reproducibility of ADC measurement for Reader 1 (A, C) and Reader 2 (B, D) with repeated free-breathing (A, B) and respiratory-triggered (C, D) imaging. X-axes show means of ADCs measured on the first and second acquisition, and y-axes show differences between ADCs on each set as a percentage of their mean. Dashed lines = 95% limits of agreement.Fig. 2

A subgroup analysis of small tumors (50 ml or less) was performed. The repeatability of ADC measurements in this group also showed good agreement between the first and second acquisition with ICCs \>0.9 ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}), except for the respiratory-triggered acquisition for Reader 2 with ICC 0.80 (0.60--0.90).Table 3Subgroup analysis of small tumors (\<50 ml). Repeatability of ADC measurements in the first and second acquisition evaluated by intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC).Table 3Reader 1Reader 2Free-breathing0.90 (0.80−0.95)0.93 (0.86−0.96)Respiratory-triggered0.92 (0.82−0.96)0.80 (0.60−0.90)[^4]

A subgroup analysis of the lesions grouped by location was also performed. The repeatability of ADC differed in the different subgroups ([Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}), with good agreement between the first and second acquisition for both methods in the upper and middle lungs (ICCs \>0.9). In the lower lungs the repeatability of ADC measurements showed less agreement between the first and second acquisition, especially for the respiratory-triggered acquisition with ICC as low as 0.72 (0.16--0.91).Table 4Subgroup analysis of tumors by location. Repeatability of ADC measurements in the first and second acquisition evaluated by intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC).Table 4Upper lung[a](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}Mid lung[b](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}Lower lung[c](#tblfn0020){ref-type="table-fn"}Reader 1Reader 2Reader 1Reared 2Reader 1Reader 2Free-breathing0.98 (0.96−0.99)0.98 (0.96−0.99)0.91 (0.73−0.97)0.93 (0.79−0.98)0.90 (0.68−0.97)0.93 (0.78−0.98)Respiratory-triggered0.98 (0.96−0.99)0.99 (0.97−0.99)0.93 (0.79−0.98)0.96 (0.90−0.99)0.89 (0.66−0.97)0.72 (0.16−0.91)[^5][^6][^7][^8]

4. Discussion {#sec0040}
=============

This study demonstrated no significant difference of ADC measurements obtained with respiratory-triggered technique compared to free-breathing technique in lung adenocarcinomas when measuring the total tumor volume (3D).

There are currently three available imaging methods used for DWI of the lungs, breath-holding, respiratory triggered and free breathing. When using the BH technique it is difficult to obtain high SNR, with consequently less accurate ADC \[[@bib0095]\]. Prior studies have evaluated lung tumors with DWI acquired by RT \[[@bib0010],[@bib0015],[@bib0035],[@bib0055],[@bib0060]\]. The advantages of RT are less motion artifacts and better SNR, which presumably would give more robust and accurate ADC values. The disadvantage of the RT technique is its longer exam time compared to FB technique, which can be problematic in lung cancer patients with breathing disabilities.

Our studied cohort was homogenous with all tumors being adenocarcinomas. The total tumor ADC was measured using a 3D ROI, and both the RT and FB sequence were consecutively performed twice.

We found no significant difference between the different techniques, and the repeatability of the ADC measurements, as well as the interobserver agreement was good for both techniques. The repeatability of the ADC measurements ranged from 15.2% to 20.2%, in line with a prior study analyzing repeatability of FB DWI \[[@bib0100]\], and ICCs determining the interobserver agreement were \> 0.9 in concordance with a study analyzing the interobserver agreement for RT and FB acquisition techniques using 2D ROIs \[[@bib0085]\].

Our hypothesis was that the FB technique would be less robust compared to the RT technique, since it does not compensate for breathing motion. Since ROI placement is observer dependent we choose to measure inter-observer variability for the first acquisition and the reuse the first ROI on the second acquisition. Any difference in data between the first and second acquisition could thereby not depend on an observer-dependent ROI placement and should instead depend on the different techniques used. Interestingly, no significant difference in mean ADCs between FB and RT in the first acquisition was found.

ADC measurements are influenced by the selection of b-values, the ADC calculation method and the acquisition method \[[@bib0020],[@bib0105],[@bib0110]\]. A sufficient SNR is essential to ensure high precision in ADC measurements \[[@bib0095]\]. Previous studies have shown ADC values of approximately 1.0--1.4 × 10^−3^ mm^2^/s in lung adenocarcinomas, which increase as a response to treatment \[[@bib0045],[@bib0065],[@bib0115]\]. Similarly to a study by Bernardin et al \[[@bib0120]\], we therefore choose a high b-value of 750 s/mm^2^. To further ensure high SNR we used fewer slices to only investigate the tumors, not the entire lungs. Finally, the low b value was 100 s/mm^2^ to reduce the effects of perfusion on the ADC estimate \[[@bib0125]\]. The ADC values in our cohort were in keeping with values in earlier studies of lung tumors \[[@bib0045],[@bib0065],[@bib0115]\].

Even though the tumors in this study were histologically homogenous they had more diverse size (2--297 ml) than lesions in other studies \[[@bib0085],[@bib0120]\]. Since the tumors varied so greatly in size, we performed a subgroup analysis. Similarly to an earlier study \[[@bib0120]\], we found a trend towards lower repeatability of ADC measures of the smaller lesions when compared to the whole cohort, though only in the RT acquisition. The improved repeatability with lesion size is to be expected as partial volume effects are reduced with increasing size of the lesion.

We also performed a subgroup analysis of lesions by location and somewhat surprisingly we found lower repeatability of ADC measurements in the RT acquisitions of the lesions in the lower lung, with ICC as low as 0.72 compared to 0.98 in the upper lung and 0.93 in the mid lung respectively. The FB technique showed good repeatability in all three subgroups with ICCs \>0.9. If the respiratory triggering does not fully compensate for the motion in the lower lungs the much longer RT acquisition time (approximately 9--10 min compared to FB acquisition time 2:26 min) might explain these results. This might also be a reason to why we found no significant difference in ADC measurement or repeatability between FB and RT DWI in the whole data set.

There are limitations to this study. Since ROIs were drawn in the first RT and FB acquisition and then reused in the second RT and FB acquisition, respectively, small patient movements between the acquisitions might influence the accuracy of the ROI placement and give less accurate ADC values in the second acquisitions. However, the aim was to test the repeatability for the different techniques without any interobserver variability and our results showed no statistical difference. Although only adenocarcinomas were examined, the high variability in tumor size and ADCs would allow the results to be used for other lung tumors.

In conclusion, no difference in ADC measurement or repeatability between FB and RT DWI in whole lesion (3D) ADC measurements of adenocarcinomas in the lung was demonstrated. Furthermore subgroup analysis of small tumors and tumors in the lower lung showed a trend towards lower repeatability in the RT technique than in the FB technique. The results of our study imply that in this setting the FB acquisition method is accurate and possibly more robust than the RT acquisition technique.
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[^1]: Data are +/−SD.

[^2]: Data in parenthesis are 95% confidence interval.

[^3]: Expressed as percentage of the mean.

[^4]: Data in parenthesis are 95% confidence interval.

[^5]: Data in parenthesis are 95% confidence interval.

[^6]: Tumors in the upper lung, above the carina.

[^7]: Tumors in the mid lung, between the carina and the pulmonary veins.

[^8]: Tumors in the lower lung, below the pulmonary veins.
